
What’s Their Hell? What’s Their Heaven?

What Are They Thinking?
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AdSkills Empathy Map

Market is becoming saturated with 
“wantrepreneur” agencies

Prices are getting compressed as 
companies have lots of options

Lots of Facebook experts but few 
people can run other networks

Tracking is becoming more and more 
important to client happiness

Client selection is key to happiness 
and quality of life

Want to have a system to 
scale up their work

“I want to have more predictability 
with my revenue.”

“Too many groups are full of 
noobies, I want to talk to pros.”

“I’m willing to pay for help but 
don’t like monthly subscriptions.”

“No more gurus...I want people who 
do this every day.”

“Tired of BS...I want people who 
shoot me straight.”

“We want people with proven 
track records.”

“Why should we pay a setup 
fee for your service?”

“What is your process for 
reporting?” “Can you help in places other 

than Facebook?”

“We’d really like to diversify 
our channels.” “We don’t really like long term 

commitments.”

“Can you help us with this...
without paying more for it?”

“I want to build a team but 
training is a pain.”

“I like getting paid...but I’d 
take working less and making 

the same.”

“I’m having some success but 
want to know what else I 

could be doing.”

“I know I don’t know 
everything...I’m always open 

to learn more.”

“I am willing to pay for stuff 
that will help me generate 

better results.”

Working with clients who pay too little, ask 
for too much, and take all of their time.  

Sacrificing the freedom they created by 
building this business to be a slave to bad 

clients.Feeling “stuck”...like they’re in circles where 
they know more than everyone else.

Knowing there’s more money to be made but 
they’re DOING instead of MANAGING.

Finding a community they can share the 
knowledge they’ve accumulated AND learn 

from other professionals. Connecting with forward-thinking 
invididuals who are focused on the 

opportunities of tomorrow, not the tactics 
of today.Building a scalable business where they can 

enjoy freedom, build a team, and make a 
good living.
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